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ABSTRACT
Service level is significant for the customers of a packaging product manufacturing company,
especially for the customers with large-volume and high-value orders. To improve the service
level will not only provide better service to the customers, but also enhance the relationships to
ensure the achievement of the company business. In other words, the company has to fulfill each
order quickly and well to obtain and maintain a high service level. A study of the whole supply
chain for one specific product from the customer order placement to the customer finished goods
(FGs) receipt was performed with the goal of improving the service level by reducing the
customer lead time. Specially, the project mapped the customer lead time through studying each
process like order handling, production and the FGs delivery. Based on the map, the current
performance of the company for this product was known and further improvement opportunities
were discussed. Because of the time limitations, general recommendations, like defect reduction in
the production and data sharing in order handling, were made to narrow the gap from the company
objectives to get things probably improved. This thesis focused on learning of the processes and
analysis of the customer lead time for one specific product. However, there should be in-depth
study of future work to have things improved. And the same approach might be applied to the
products with the same properties in Technological Packaging Singapore's product portfolio.
Thesis Supervisor: Stanley B. Gershwin
Title: Senior Research Scientist, Department of Mechanical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, I will give an introduction about Technological Packaging Singapore (TPS), the
packaging manufacturing company. Furthermore, I will briefly describe the problem, including the
value stream mapping team project and the individual product lead time project. After having this,
the scope of the individual project is defined with what study should be done, what activities will
be executed and so on. At the end of this chapter, I will give the outline of the whole thesis.
1.1 Company Background
1.1.1 Technological Packaging Group
Technological Packaging Group is a multinational food processing and packaging company of
Swedish origin. It was founded in 1951. Since then, it has become one of the world's largest
suppliers of packaging systems for milk, fruit and drinks, and many other products. Today, it is the
only international company in the world who is able to provide integrated processing, packaging
and distribution lines and plant solutions for liquid food manufacturing. In other words,
Technological Packaging Group supplies juice and milk customers with fully integrated solutions
from processing of products to filling and distribution of filled package. Today, Technological
Packaging Group is organized worldwide into three business areas, which are Carton Ambient,
Carton Chilled, and Processing Systems. []
1.1.2 Technological Packaging Singapore (TPS)
Established in 1982, Technological Packaging Singapore is a packaging product manufacturing
company beginning with two types of products - finished and semi-finished goods. However, it
started to just produce finished goods (FGs) a few years ago, since FGs are the products with most
added value and their demands have been growing in recent years. The production capacity of TPS
stands at 10 billion packs and they aim to deliver around that amount in 2009/2010.
YI JINThesis for Master of Engineering in Manufacturing at MIT
1.1.2.1 TPS' Customers
Technological Packaging Group has eleven clusters under Market Operations over the world.
Technological Packaging Singapore belongs to the South and Southeast Asia cluster. TPS is very
special because it only has oversea demands but no domestic customers. It serves customers in 19
foreign countries, most of which are in the South and Southeast Asia cluster. To response quickly
to its customers and fulfill the orders with good service level is the key for TPS to obtain its
success in the food processing and packaging industry.
1.1.2.2 Factory Layout
The plant occupies a total area of 55,000 m2 in the industrial zone. The plant layout is shown in
Figure 112]:
Figure 1 TPS factory layout
1.1.2.3 The production process
The production processes for the packaging material are shown in Figure 2[2]:
-10-
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Figure 2 Production processes in the factory
As we can see from Figure 2, the production normally is a combination of printing, laminating,
slitting and palletizing. For each order of one product, the raw materials will go through printer,
laminator, slitter and palletizing system in order. There is also a process called doctoring during
which defects are cured to get good products for customer.
1.1.2.4 Value added activities
Generally speaking, there are five main activities which add value to the products in the factory.
They are design management, order management, planning, production and logistics, all of which
consist of the second level of supply chain defined by Technological Packaging Group. It is
important to have a full view of how value is added to the products but the company does not have
an accurate value stream map as activities have changed a lot in recent years. By mapping all these
activities with the most updated key parameters, the factory will get the current value stream map
and clearly understand the importance of each activity.
1.2 Project Scope
1.2.1 Team project scope
The group topic was mapping out the value stream map of TPS. Three of us worked on three
-11 -
domains, namely order management, planning and logistics. Order management was my part and
it mainly dealt with all the orders coming into the factory. A map of value added operations was
obtained after data collection and interviews. Finally, we combined these three maps together to
have a full map of how value was added through all kinds of company activities. It was also the
base of the individual project.
1.2.2 Problem introduction
There is no domestic market for Technological Packaging Singapore in Singapore. All the orders
are coming from overseas which means the company has to deliver the finished goods to foreign
countries. How to fulfill the order well is the key point of the business of TPS, especially orders
with large-quantity and high-value products. In other words, the lead time seen by customers
would be the most important measure for them to judge how good is the service of TPS based on
the assumption that every order quantity will be satisfied. If the end customers can not receive the
finished goods at the times they required, there will be losses in their business. In turn, these losses
would indicate that the service level of TPS, the packaging manufacturer and supplier, is not
satisfactory and the relationships between them would be broken because there are strong
competitors producing packages as good as TPS' packages.
Nowadays, TPS has internal criteria for its production. They have a 12-day commitment
production lead time which means the planning people will schedule the production to be done
according to the 12-day lead time before the due dates required by customers. It is a way that tells
us how TPS controls its lead time, but it is not the whole picture. From a broader supply chain
point of view, the company has not looked at other parts of the chain which largely determine the
performance of the service, for example the order management and the finished goods delivery in
the Market Company. It is necessary and urgent to have a full supply chain flow for products with
large volume and high value. Only when the company knows where they are, people can make
decisions how to improve their poor performance somewhere and enhance the company business.
There are lots of important products with different customers for TPS. Ovaltine 200 slim is one of
YI JINThesis for Master of Engineering in Manufacturing at MIT
them. One of the cluster strategies is to grow TPS' share of business in Fragrant Liquid (FL), the
customer of Ovaltine 200 slim. According to the Sales Director of Thailand, they needed to offer
Fragrant Liquid better service mainly by reducing the lead time. To work on improving the service
level of this specific product, it is crucial to know the current performance of the company and
identify the gaps. In other words, there is a need to map the Ovaltine 200 slim supply chain flow.
1.2.3 Individual project scope
Ovaltine 200 slim is a large-volume and high-value product ordered by Fragrant Liquid in
Thailand. It is important for TPS to fulfill every order well to maintain its healthy business. There
is no capacity problem in the factory so that the service level, mainly the customer lead time,
would be the key point to pursue and maintain because the customer lead time will largely
determine how good the service level is.
This thesis is a detailed analysis of Ovaltine 200 slim with the goal of reducing the customer lead
time and improving the service level. To get and probably shorten the lead time of an order of
Ovaltine 200 slim seen by its customer, there are two aspects I need to consider: one is the cycle
time of each process the order goes through; the other is the waiting time between every two
processes. Subsequently, all the processes become the most important project content because it is
difficult to obtain the true customer lead time without process flows. In other words, the scope of
the individual project includes process study, cycle time calculation, waiting time identification
and full customer lead time mapping. After learning all the processes of this product, I will get a
clear process workflow and a whole picture of the customer lead time. The next step is to carry out
appropriate analysis to find the improvement opportunities. Based on that and the company aims,
general recommendations will be given.
1.2.3.1 Product introduction
1.2.3.1.1 Basic information
The focus of the individual project is Ovaltine 200 slim. Table I lists the basic information about
-13-
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this product:
Table 1 Introduction of Ovaltine 200 slim
Product name: Ovaltine 200 slim
Customer Fragrant Liquid, Thailand
Design number 53-5785
Pack length (mm) 173.333
Pack width (mm) 174
Colors 6 (cyan, magenta, yellow, black, blue, red)
Films 6 (one kind of film for each color)
Raw paper roll width (mm) 1574
Average raw paper roll length (m) 7100
Print Flexo process print
Printing webs on one sleeve 9
There are 6 colors in the pack of Ovaltine 200 slim. Films are pack-width material used for web
making. A web is a polymer plate with a fixed size and has a design pattern on it. Ovaltine webs
are 174mm wide and 520mm long. A sleeve is a long cylinder with a fixed diameter and has
certain number of webs on it. As we can see from the table, there are 9 webs for an Ovaltine 200
slim sleeve.
1.2.3.1.2 Customer demand
Fragrant Liquid is one of the important customers for Technological Packaging Singapore. 84% of
its demand is 200 slim and 68% of the 200 slim is Ovaltine. This is the reason why we say
Ovaltine is a high-volume and high-value product for the company and also why it is chosen to be
the only product for the project. It is important for the company to thoroughly understand it as
they want to increase the share of business in Fragrant Liquid.
1.2.3.2 Project focus
Ovaltine 200 slim is the only product in this project. The lead time seen by its customer, Fragrant
Liquid, is the only parameter the project addresses. The lead time is made up from process cycle
time and waiting time between every two processes. Process cycle time is the time needed for a
process to complete its work of an order with certain quantity while waiting time is the time spent
between two processes that the product waits for next operation after one process. Based on the
-14-
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current conditions and performance, it is easy to learn processes and get process cycle times. And
it is easier to get the average total time for an order staying in a process than to investigate the
waiting time in that process because waiting time varies from time to time according to different
production plans.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter I is an overall introduction, including the company background and the project scope. In
Chapter 2, a detailed analysis of the current problem is stated. In chapter 3, a literature review is
presented for building of certain analytical models to solve corresponding problems in some
processes. In chapter 4, the methods how I got the results are given and all the processes are
deeply described. In chapter 5, the results of the project are described in details. In chapter 6,
opportunities for the customer lead time reduction are discussed. In chapter 7, general
recommendations are given for improvement. In chapter 8, conclusions reached in the project are
summarized and future work for the further improvement of the subject is listed.
- 15-
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CHAPTER 2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1 Current supply chain in TPS
A supply chain consists of suppliers, manufacturing centers, warehouses, distribution centers and
retail outlets, as well as raw materials, work-in-process inventory, and finished products that flow
between the facilities 31 . However, the definition of supply chain will be different for diverse
companies and it largely depends on the specific company and the conditions it has. So is the one
in TPS.
In Technological Packaging Singapore, there are three levels of supply chains which are defined
according to Total Productive Management (TPM) and used in different development stages. They
are TPM level I which only includes factory operations, mainly the production; TPM level 2
which considers the raw materials, the production, the FGs delivery and the overall planning;
TPM level 3 which is similar to the definition at the beginning of the first paragraph above getting
the supplier, the factory and the customer together.
Now TPS is on its way to TPM level 3, the highest level of the three. As a result, to study the
whole supply chain from the raw material supplier to the end product customer will be valuable
for the company to see its current performance, identify gaps if there are any and make
improvement to make the supply chain more efficient.
There is no full supply chain map about any product indicating the current performance of the
company now. It is very necessary to get a full view of supply chain flows for some products,
especially the large-volume and high-value ones. With the clear understanding of the current state
of performance, the company is able to do continuous improvements for the supply chains due to
their aims. By doing that, customer service levels can be improved, mutual relationships can be
tightened and company business obviously will be enhanced.
-16-
2.2 Individual project
The project is a product lead time project. The focus of the project is one specific product,
Ovaltine 200 slim. The basic information of Ovaltine 200 slim is listed in Table 1. It is the most
significant product among the needs of Fragrant Liquid, who is one of the most important
customers of TPS in Thai land. Since there are numerous products produced in the factory and it is
not possible to depict the supply chain flow for each product because things are different for
different products, one of the reasons why the company wants to study the supply chain flow of
this product is clear. Of course the most important reason is the company strategy about increasing
business share in Fragrant Liquid.
To get a full picture of customer lead time, which is made of process cycle time and waiting time
between every two processes, the following problems have to be addressed:
(1) Learn the process flow of Ovaltine 200 slim. In other words, it is necessary to have the
skeleton of the chain to obtain a rough idea for further study. Processes in Ovaltine 200 slim
supply chain flow are order handling in Technological Packaging Thailand (TPT, the Market
Company), order handling in Technological Packaging Singapore (TPS), pre-press, printing,
laminating, slitting and doctoring, finished goods delivery from TPS to TPT and finished goods
delivery from TPT to Fragrant Liquid. The in-factory production processes include printing,
laminating and slitting and doctoring.
(2) Study each process hard and map them out with detailed steps. The most important parameter
is time spent on each step and the production rates during printing, laminating and slitting and
doctoring. In other words, each time will be an important portion of the customer lead time.
(3) Conclude every process with its cycle time for an N-roll model. In other words, it is a formula
or worksheet to get the rough total process cycle time required for an order of Ovaltine of a certain
quantity. The average order quantity of Ovalitne during the past one and a half years is 15 rolls. So
it is necessary to build a 15-roll model from the general model, N-roll model, to see the current
performance.
(4) Waiting time will not be directly investigated for two reasons. The first reason is that some
-17-
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kind of waiting time like the one between printing and laminating is more about WIP and it would
be the WIP team's job. The second reason is that for each order waiting time is not determined by
the order itself. It largely depends on the planning schedule according to the due dates of many
orders of products and no stable waiting time could be gained. However, the average total time for
each process will be easy to get and average waiting time is the difference between average total
time and the cycle time for each process. So in fact, the waiting time is obtained indirectly.
(5) Get a full picture of the customer lead time with the information of (3) and (4). The data
collected from Technological Packaging Thailand, the Market Company, would be helpful for
sure.
(6) Identify the opportunities to reduce the lead time and subsequently improve the service level.
2.3 Project objectives
According to the individual project statement, there are some goals to achieve through this project:
(1) Get the Ovaltine process flow from the customer order placement to the customer finished
goods receipt.
(2) Map out each process with detailed steps and their corresponding required times.
(3) Build the N-roll model for estimating the process cycle time and apply it to the normal 15-roll
order. The real data of production processes are collected to justify the validity of the model.
(4) Get the full supply chain flow of Ovaltine to see what roles are the process and waiting time
playing in the overall current performance.
(5) Identify the opportunities for reduction of the customer lead time. Make recommendations for
certain areas for the company to get and maintain a better service level.
(6) Discuss future work for the company to continue improving the performance.
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satisfying service level requirement. First, supply chain management takes into consideration
every facility that has an impact on cost and plays a role in making the product conform to
customer requirements. Second, the objective of supply chain management is to be efficient and
cost-effective across the entire system; total systemwide costs, from transportation and distribution
to inventories of raw materials, work in process, and finished goods, are to be minimized. Finally,
because supply chain management revolves around efficient integration of suppliers,
manufacturers, warehouses, and stores, it encompasses the firm's activities at many levels, from
the strategic level through the tactical to the operational level.
3.2.3 Service level and lead time
Service level is the typical measure used to quantify a company's market conformance. In practice,
the definition of service level can vary from company to company, but service level is usually
related to the ability to satisfy a customer's delivery date, for instance, the percent of all orders
sent on or before the promised delivery date. Lead time is one of the key factors having direct
influence on service level.
3.3 TPS company literature
3.3.1 World Class Manufacturing
World Class Manufacturing is a management strategy that manages all efforts to reach
excellence[1]. It aims to build a culture to maximize operation effectiveness and people capability.
Base on actual facts, systems are set up to prevent every kind of losses covering every department.
Zero losses are achieved by overlapping small-group activities. WCM requires full involvement
and commitment from every, top management to the frontline employees. In 1999, Technological
Packaging Group has decided to embrace TPM (Total Productive Management) under the name of
World Class Manufacturing (WCM).
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3.3.2 Lead time deployment
Lead time is defined as the time from the date of sales order confirmation till the goods ready for
collection in the warehouse by Technological Packaging Singapore 21. It is one of the important
key performance indicators and reflects the factory's service commitment to customers. Within
this definition, the processes involved actually are pre-press, printing, laminating and slitting and
doctoring. Now this lead time in the factory is 12 days [ .
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CHAPTER 4 DETAILED PROCESS
ANALYSIS
The process flow of a specific product would be slightly different from the general product
process flow. So is the current Ovaltine process flow. The general process flow and Ovaltine
process flow are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. Here MC is the Market Company.
For Ovaltine 200 slim, its costomer is Fragrant Liquid (FL) and its Market Company is
Technological Packaging Thailand (TPT).
Customer .MC order to Design hPrepress Laminaig litting& Delivery to Delivery to
order to MC TPS mnagement Doctrin customer
12 days commitment lead time
Figure 3 General product process flow
FL TPT order to De Slitting& tDe L n DelivetoPrepress Printing.Laminating Slitting& UDelivery to Delivei to
orderto TPT TPS mmagement Doctoring TPT FL
12 days commitment lead time
Figure 4 Ovaltine 200 slim process flow
4.1 General product process flow
There is a general process flow for most of the products fabricated in TPS factory. The flow is
shown in Figure 3. Normally most of the orders have to go through order handling in the Market
Company (MC), order handling in Technological Packaging Singapore, design management,
prepress, printing, laminating, slitting and doctoring, finished goods (FGs) delivery to the MC and
FGs delivery to the customer one by one. All of the value added activities are executed during
these processes.
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4.2 The differences in the process flow charts
4.2.1 The Market Company and the customers
A Market Company in a foreign country is the one who places orders to Technological Packaging
Singapore. The Market Company is a part of Technological Packaging group and is the sales
office in some country. The customers are the beverage producing companies, who are the true end
packaging consumers in foreign countries. Customers do not directly place orders to TPS. In fact,
they place orders to the Market Company in their own country and also receive finished goods
from that Market Company. For Ovaltine 200 slim orders, its customer, Fragrant Liquid (FL), has
to place orders to Technological Packaging Thailand, its Market Company.
4.2.2 Design management process
In general, design management is the process which takes care of the new and changed designs. A
new design is a design never used in TPS before and a changed design is the one that was used
before but there are text or color modifications this time. Design department has to work on new
and changed designs for the order placement, and at the same time they should prepare films of
these designs for plate making in pre-press process.
There is no design management process in Ovaltine 200 slim process flow because Ovaltine
design (53-5785) is a design for which no modification is needed for current orders. In other
words, there is nothing for the design department to do. The only thing design department has to
provide to pre-press process is the films of the design which are used for plate making. These
films were made when this design was placed for production at the first time and they could be
reused many times.
4.3 Detailed processes
All the processes that Ovaltine 200 slim undergoes from a customer order to the finished goods at
Fragrant Liquid's warehouse are studied. They are order handling in Technological Packaging
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Thailand (TPT, the Market Company), order handling in Technological Packaging Singapore
(TPS), pre-press, printing, laminating, slitting and doctoring, FGs delivery from TPS to TPT and
FGs delivery from TPT to Fragrant Liquid. Each process is given and analyzed below with its
workflow, cycle time and waiting time.
4.3.1 Order handling process in TPT
Order handling process in Technological Packaging Thailand from its customer, Fragrant Liquid,
has never been considered before by Technological Packaging Singapore because no orders are
placed by customers directly to TPS. It is new to study this process by communicating with the
people at Technological PackagingThailand. Generally speaking, it is the process how TPT
manages the orders from customers in Thailand. However, because of lack of TPS' production
capacity data, TPT could not confirm the customer order until it receives the sales order
confirmation (SOC) from Technological Packaging Singapore. Sometimes, the orders from
customers will not comply with TPS' specifications and there will be readjustments of the orders
which will take more time than usual. Fortunately, this rarely happens to Ovaltine 200 slim.
4.3.1.1 Order handling workflow
Figure 5 shows how the Market Company, Technological Packaging Thailand, treats an order of
Ovaltine 200 slim from Fragrant Liquid.
Cycle tire (mn) U I I I Iday--
Work force CSR MSR CSR
Figure 5 Order handling in Technological Packaging Thailand
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In Figure 5, TPI stands for Technological Packaging International and VMI stands for vendor
management inventory. PAS is the ordering system.
As seen from Figure 5, the step called 'TPS issues sales order confirmation to TPT' done by
market sales representative (MSR) takes a long time, 1 day on average. This is because if TPT
places the order before noon, TPS will confirm within that day; but if TPT places the order after
noon time, TPS will give the confirmation on the next day. Other steps are done by customer sales
representative (CSR) in the Market Company, Technological Packaging Thailand.
4.3.1.2 Cycle time of order handling
Compared to the 1 day sales order confirmation time, the times for other steps are negligible.
So the total cycle time for order handling is:
Cycle time = 1 day
4.3.1.3 Average total time for order handling
The average total time of order handling for an order is about 3 days, including the cycle time and
the waiting time. This time means how long the order will be in order handling process before
going to the next. The variance of it is not big for the reason that it seldom has to readjust the
order of Ovaltine 200 slim. So the waiting time is 2 days.
4.3.2 Order handling process in TPS
Order handling in Technological Packaging Singapore is the first process which is done by TPS. It
is the process by which TPS receives an order, checks the specifications and finally confirms that
order. Actually TPS receives many orders from TPT at one time. They are processed in the same
way by the market sales representative (MSR) for Thailand. The MSR checks the specifications in
the factory to see if they comply with each other, creates a sales order confirmation and sends it to
the CSR in Technological Packaging Thailand. At the same time, the order is sent to the planning
department at TPS for production planning.
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From 4.3.1, we know that this process is one part of order handling process in TPT, and the time
required for it is 1 day. There will be waiting time too and it is already counted into the waiting
time in 4.3.1.
4.3.3 Pre-press process
In general, pre-press process is making webs out of raw polymer plates and mounting them onto
the sleeves which are used for printing in each color station.
Ovaltine 200 slim (design number 53-5785) is a design which does not need any modification
before the Market Company, Technological Packaging Thailand (TPT), places an order to
Technological Packaging Singapore (TPS). As a result, there would be no work for design
department at all. The only thing pre-press process requires for plate making are the films which
have already been finished since the first time TPT placed the order of this design of Ovaltine 200
slim to TPS. There are 6 colors in this design, so there are 6 kinds of films for pre-press to make
six sorts of webs from the raw plates.
4.3.3.1 Pre-press films for Ovaltine 200 slim
The film is the most important thing for pre-press to make plates. The step using films is the main
exposure step. A film is a web-sized piece of UV-light sensitive material. Some parts of it allow
UV light to go through while other parts do not during exposure. So workers will get webs with
different patterns by using different kinds of films in the exposure step.
Please refer to the Appendix Figure A-I to Figure A-6 about the 6 films for Ovaltine 200 slim
pre-press plate making. There are two films available for each color of this design and in total the
number of films is 12.
4.3.3.2 Pre-press workflow
The pre-press process has two main sub-processes, which are plate making and mounting. Figure
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6 shows the detailed workflow of pre-press for Ovaltine 200 slim.
4.3.3.2.1 Plate making
Plate making is the first stage of pre-press. Raw polymer plates are processed to be ones with
design patterns on them. The key step will be the main exposure for film limitation. The cycle
time is decided by the main exposure step. The further analysis will be done in the 4.3.3.3 cycle
time part.
4.3.3.2.2 Mounting
Mounting is the stage dealing with the plates from plate making. Plates are cut into webs and webs
are mounted onto sleeves for printing of this design. For Ovaltine 200 slim, 9 same webs will be
mounted onto one sleeve for one color station. The cycle time is quite stable for mounting which
can be seen from Figure 6.
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4.3.3.3 Cycle time of pre-press
The time spent on each step for plate making and mounting is shown in Figure 6. Most of the steps
are standard so that the process is quite reliable with continuous flow. The probability of
disruption like machine failure is very low because there are at least 2 machines for most steps.
How many sleeves or webs the printing process needs for production depends on the quantity of
an order. Because the new webs are used for printing at most 20 rolls, it would require more than
one set of webs, the total number of webs for printing maximum 20 rolls, if the order is bigger
than 20 rolls. If the order is smaller than 20 rolls, one set of webs is made from pre-press.
Let us take one set of webs as an example. As mentioned in 1.2.3.1.1, there are 6 colors in the
design and 9 webs on each sleeve. For printing of Ovaltine 200 slim, 6 color stations are used, one
color station for one color. At the same time, 6 sleeves are needed for 6 color stations, one sleeve
in one color station. So in total, 6 (sleeve)*9 (webs/sleeve) = 54 webs should be available before
printing starts. It is obvious that the task for pre-press is to make 54 webs and mounting them onto
6 sleeves.
The workflow of pre-press is shown in Figure 6. There will be a bottleneck, the main exposure
step, during plate making. What the pre-press department has for the main exposure step are the
three exposure machines and six sorts of films of Ovaltine 200 slim design, one film for one web.
Here the constraint is that only 2 films of each color are available there. In other words, there are 2
(film/color)*6 (color) = 12 films for exposure. In addition, normally 8 webs can be made from one
raw plate. Figure 7 shows how it works. Four colors represent four different webs. Each color has
two webs because there are 2 films for each color for exposure.
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W RTebs 
Raw plate
Figure 7 Webs on a plate for Ovaltine plate making
So when this plate is exposed to UV light, 8 films are used. Because there are only 12 films in
total for Ovaltine design, it is impossible to expose more than one plate at one time. Besides,
normally one exposure machine of three will be used for exposure of one order because there will
be quality differences if more than one machine are used due to slightly various machine
performances. It is the bottleneck to inevitably expose plates one by one while all 7 plates can be
processed together during other steps. Seven plates are the minimum number of plates which
could make one set, 54 webs.
So it turns to be a queuing problem. The analytical model could be established in Figure 8 as
below:
Figure 8 Analytical model for pre-press process
In this flow line, raw material is the polymer plate and finished goods are the sleeves with webs on
them. Before the exposure machine, it can be treated as M/M/n(n>7) queue. After the exposure
machine, it can be treated as M/M/s(s>7) queue as well. For the three exposure machines, each
time only one plate of Ovaltine design is exposed to the UV light. Of course, the other two will not
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be idle because they are producing other webs of designs for other products. Suppose that one set
(54 webs) is required, so 7 plates should be fabricated. From Figure 6, we know it takes 15 min for
a plate to be ready for main exposure which means the service rate of a server in M/M/n queue is
15 min/plate. It is the same for the M/M/s queue whose server service rate is 226 min/plate.
Because there are more than 7 servers in M/M/n queue and 7 plates arrive together, so they get
served at the same time and it takes 15 min for them in M/M/n queue. For the M/M/s queue, it is
the same to consider that 7 exposed plates come together and 226 min is required for them to
complete the process. So the cycle time of pre-press for one set is:
Cycle time = time in M/M/n queue + time in an exposure machine + time in M/M/s queue
= 15 min + 7*12 min + 226 min = 325 min
For any order with its quantity N, assume that they have to make M plates of webs for printing; we
have the cycle time as below:
For N < 20 rolls, M = 7; Cycle time = 15 + M*12 +226 = 325 min
For 20 < N < 40 rolls, M = 14; Cycle time = 15 + M*12 + 226 = 409 min
4.3.3.4 Average total time for pre-press
The sleeves should be always ready for the first ten orders in the production planning system (P2).
Suppose that the Ovaltine 200 slim order is the tenth order. Then the sleeves are ready or have
already been there at that time. They will be used for printing Ovaltine after the 9 orders ahead of
the Ovaltine order are printed. So the waiting time is quite long. As learned from the pre-press
people, the average total time is 2 days.
4.3.4 Printing process
The customer designs are printed on the raw board rolls. The board is creased according to
package size and shape. So for this product, the design of Ovaltine 200 slim is printed on the raw
paper board during printing process.
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4.3.4.1 Printing workflow
The printing process has two key sub-processes, which are printer setup and printing production.
The assumption made here is that there is no creasing tool change, which means the previous
product has the same size and webs with Ovaltine 200 slim. Figure 9 shows the workflow of the
printing process.
4.3.4.2 Cycle time of printing
For every paper roll, there will be standard paper waste at the beginning and the end of printing.
The standard paper waste is 21 meters/roll. At the beginning, the outer layer is discarded because
it gets dirty from contact with the ground. The core layer is also scrapped because of the splice
requirement. If the roll is printed to the end, nothing will be there for splicing the next roll. So 21
meters of each roll are not printed at all.
The 15 min setup time is the average time for a setup. It varies due to different setups from one
product type to another. The printing production stage is stable. We can treat it as a single reliable
machine for which we could use an average printing speed 570 m/min for Ovaltine printing to
calculate the production time for one order. It is reasonable because the maximum speed of the
printer is 600 m/min. However, there will be fluctuation of the speed. The change is small within
the printing of one order.
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For one specific order, assume that the order quantity is N rolls. The average length of a raw paper
roll is 7100 meters which was given in Table 1. According to Figure 9, there would be a sleeve
change after 20 rolls if the order quantity N is bigger than 20. So we have two situations:
For N < 20 rolls
Cycle time = setup time + production time = 15 + (total meters of an order - total standard
waste)/(570 m/min) = 15 + (7100 - 21)N/570 = (15 + 7079N/570) min
For N > 20 rolls
Cycle time = setup time + production time + sleeve changeover time = 15 + (total meters of the
order - total standard waste)/(570 m/min) +5 = (20 +7079N/570) min
4.3.4.3 Average total time for printing
The average total time for an order in printing process, including cycle time and waiting time, is
about 3 days. However, the variance of it is big because they usually like to do printing some days
before laminating and the laminator is the bottleneck for the whole factory production. So
sometimes it happens to wait longer when something bad takes place on the laminator.
4.3.4.4 Printed length
There will be paper wastage during printer setup, as well as other raw materials. It is important to
know how much paper is scrapped during printing. By getting that, we will then know how much
paper is there at the beginning of laminating.
The printed length = Total meters of the order - total length of waste
From above, we can see that:
For N < 20 rolls, total length of wastage = (21N + 178) m, the printed length = (7079N - 178) m
For N > 20 rolls, total length of wastage = (21N + 478) m, the printed length = (7079N - 478) m
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4.3.5 Laminating process
The printed and creased rolls are taken through the laminating line, where the aluminum foil is
laminated to the board by using polyethylene as the glue layer, first and second inner plastic layers
are co-extruded and coated on the roll and then the decoration polyethylene layer is coated. After
laminating, the paper is truly becoming the carton material with patterns and six layers.
4.3.5.1 Layout of Laminator 22
There are two laminators in the factory floor, laminator 21 and laminator 22. Usually laminator 22
is the machine for Ovaltine 200 slim product. The machine layout is shown in Figure 10r2] . The
laminators are the most important machines in the factory. Laminating is the first and foremost
process for the planning department since the laminators are the bottleneck of the factory
production. Products are divided into groups with same width and web number. A group of
products like 200 slim is laminated together to reduce setup times and save cost.
4.3.5.2 Laminating workflow
There are two main sub-processes, manual laminator setup and laminating production. Machine
manual setup is listed in details in Figure 11 and 12. Figure I I geometrically shows the manual
setup. Figure 12 shows what the four technicians are doing during the preparation and the manual
setup. There will be no paper waste during manual setup because a setup roll (not the roll of the
order) is used. Laminating starts after the setup is done. For the laminating production stage, it
also can be defined as a single reliable machine as the printing production. First of all, the
laminator is reliable and few failures happen. Secondly, the speed is quite stable once the
production starts. The average laminating speed is 550 m/min while the maximum speed is 650
m/min. Scheduled maintenance is done well and the laminator runs reliably.
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4.3.5.3 Cycle time of laminating
For every printed roll, laminating is similar to printing in which there is standard paper waste at
the beginning and the end of laminating. The outer layer of the printed roll is cut away because of
contamination and the inner layer is kept for splicing. The standard paper waste for one printed
roll is 20 meters which is not laminated. The total length of the order at the beginning of
laminating is the printed length of the order. Since Ovaltine 200 slim is the first product in the
group to be laminated, it is necessary to do manual setup before laminating production.
For N < 20
Cycle time = manual setup time + production time
= 20minl0sec + (Total printed meters of the order - total meters of laminating waste)/(550 m/min)
= 20minl0sec + [(7079N - 178 )- 20N]/550
= 20minl0sec + (7059N - 178)/550
For N > 20
Cycle time = manual setup time + production time
= 20minl0sec + (Total printed meters of the order - total meters of laminating waste)/(550 m/min)
= 20minl0sec + [(7079N - 478) - 20N]/550
= 20minl0sec + (7059N - 478)/550
4.3.5.4 Average total time for laminating
Because laminating production is arranged tightly and the machine is running almost all the time,
the average total time for Ovaltine 200 slim is 2 days which means it is 2 days on average from
start of laminating of the Ovaltine order to the beginning of next process of this order. The
variance is kept small for the reason that laminating schedule is hardly changed and the 2 days'
time is nearly fixed if nothing unusual happens.
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4.3.5.5 Laminated length
As we know laminating only has standard paper waste for each roll, there is no other wastage
during the process. The standard paper waste is 20 meters/roll. So the laminated length for next
process is: Laminated length = Printed length - total standard paper waste.
For N<20 rolls, Laminated length = (7079N - 178) - 20N = (7059N - 178) m
For N>20 rolls, Laminated length = (7079N - 478) - 20N = (7079N - 478) m
4.3.6 Slitting, doctoring and palletizing process
The laminated rolls go to slitting where they are slitted into reels. A reel is a narrowly printed and
laminated paper roll with a certain width and length. Slitted reels are sent for shrink wrapping
through ovens on the conveyor platform to protect the reels from contamination while in transit.
The reels are picked up by the robotic arm and palletized. Good pallets are stretch wrapped and
sent to warehouse waiting for delivery to the Market Company. The defective reels go through the
same procedure without being stretch wrapped. The defective pallets pass through the stretch
wrapper without stopping. After defective reels get doctored, they will be palletized again to be
finished goods at the warehouse.
4.3.6.1 Slitting process
Machine setup and slitting production comprise the slitting process. The purpose to do the setup is
to make sure that the number of knives and the distance between every two knives are correct for
the next product. The number of webs determines the number of knives and the web width fixes
the distance of two adjacent knives. For Ovaltine 200 slim, I I knives are used for 9 webs with two
outer edges to cut off and the web width (pack width) is 174 mm.
4.3.6.1.1 Slitter setup
The setup sub-process is shown below in Figure 13. The average setup time is l hl5min.
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4.3.6.1.2 Slitting production
Slitting is the process in which the laminated rolls are slitted into reels and at the same time defect
locations are identified in the reels. An Ovaltine 200 slim reel is a narrowly printed and laminated
paper roll with its pack width of 174 mm and a length of 2952 meters. Because there are 9 webs in
the width of a laminated roll, 9 reels are slitted together at one time and called a set.
Slitting production is a relatively complex sub-process because it is unlike the productions of
printing and laminating, both of which could be analyzed as single reliable machines. There are
three main factors affecting the cycle time for slitting production: the defect, the set removal and
the roll changeover. The first one, the defect, is the most uncontrollable factor. How many defects
are there depends on how good the printing and laminating processes are. In other words, most of
the defects are created during printing and laminating. So for slitting, it is impossible to stop the
defect being generated and it has to identify where and what these defects are. So the more defects
there are, the more time slitting needs. The reel with defects is a defective reel and it must be
doctored to get rid of the bad part before its delivery to customer. The set removal is the
preparation activity after one set is finished to start slitting a new set. The roll changeover is to put
another roll onto the unwinder and make a splice with the previous roll.
There are two kinds of slitting sets, one slitted from one roll and the other combined from two
rolls. The length of the laminated roll is around 7000 meters but the length of one set is 2952
meters. So after two sets slitted from one roll, the rest of the paper is smaller than 2952 meters. It
is necessary to add meters from another roll to make up a whole set. This takes more time because
during the slitting there will be a splice of two rolls, also the roll changeover. Figure 14 is the
slitting production workflow for these two different sets.
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4.3.6.1.3 Time for sets production
Figure 14 gives the time required for slitting two kinds of sets. On the average, it is 8 min for
slitting one set from one roll (intact set) and 14.5 min for one set from two rolls (combined set).
These two numbers were calculated from real data of two orders from a company information
system recording production data. The rough slitting production could be depicted like Figure 15
below:
Please refer to Table A-1 and Table A-2 in Appendix to see the raw data. It shows the time spent
for each kind of set. After deleting the abnormal sets (the bold numbers marked in red) in the data
sheets, we can get the average time for an intact set and a combined set. To aggregate the two
orders, we get the 8 min and 14.5 min cycle times. However, the variance of each time is a little
high.
Figure 15 Intact and combined sets slitting
Here are some reasons why I try to analyze the data to get two different average time durations for
the intact set and the combined set, but not the average time for one laminated roll.
1, First of all, each set has the fixed length which is 2952 meters. Actually sets are the units from
laminated rolls. So the time for one roll is known after we get the time for these two kinds of sets.
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2, A set consists of nine reels. Doctoring is also dealing with reels. It is better to continue
considering the doctoring after slitting if the set is there from the beginning.
3, One purpose of my project is to learn the process in detail. If only one roll is considered, the
steps of the set removal and the splice of two rolls for one set would be eliminated.
4.3.6.1.4 Cycle time for slitting
The cycle time for slitting has two parts. One is the setup time, 75 min on average. The other is the
slitting production time. For an N-roll order, there would be (N-1) combined sets, which means
between every two rolls there is a combined set. And the number of the intact sets is:
No. of the intact sets = Integer [the total laminated meters of the order / 2952] - (N-1)
So the cycle time for an N-roll order is:
Cycle time = 75 min + 8*(No. of the intact sets) + 14.5*(No. of the combined sets)
4.3.6.1.5 Slitted reels of an order
As explained previously, there are 9 reels in one set. According to 4.3.6.1.4, the total number of
sets for an N-roll order would be:
Total sets = Integer [the total laminated meters of the order / 2952]
So the number of reels will be:
For N<20 rolls
No. of reels = 9* Integer [the total laminated meters of the order / 2952]
= Integer [9*(7059N - 178)/2952]
For N>20 rolls
No. of reels = 9* Integer [the total laminated meters of the order / 2952]
= Integer [9*(7059N - 478)/2952]
4.3.6.2 Palletizing
Palletizing is the continuous process following the slitting process. All the reels from slitting are
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palletized. It is also the procedure to segregate the good reels and defective reels. There is a slight
difference between good reel palletizing and defective reel palletizing. The detail of palletizing
process is presented in Figure 16. It includes both the good and defective reel palletizing.
4.3.6.2.1 Good reel palletizing
Palletizing starts immediately after the first set removal of slitting production. The whole
palletizing workflow of one reel takes about 30 min (average time) because three slitting machines
are running at the same time and many doctoring machines are working. In other words, the
palletizing system is shared by reels from three slitting machines and reels from the doctoring
machines.
4.3.6.2.2 Defective reel palletizing
The average rate of reels which need to be doctored is 30%. These reels would go through the
palletizing process once to the warehouse or be directly sent to doctoring and go through the
palletizing process again to the warehouse waiting for delivery.
Cycle time (min)
Work force
Equipment
30 min-reel (3 slitters are working simultaneously)
8hour/shift; 24h/day; 7day/week
palletizing system with DMS(data management system)
Figure 16 Palletizing process
I 15/2pallets
forklift
4.3.6.3 Doctoring and repalletizing
There are 12 doctoring machines and normally one machine will take care of one kind of product
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with small order quantity because defective reels with 2952 meters long are heavy objects and it
would be very troublesome to spread all this kind of reels to the 12 machines. In addition, there
are three slitters working and many kinds of reels need to be doctored at the same time. However,
for the Ovaltine order with a large quantity which is always around 15 rolls, it is necessary to use
more than one doctoring machine to cure the defects. Three machines are often used for doctoring
Ovaltine 200 slim reels. Figure 17 shows the doctoring process workflow of one defective reel.
Cycle time (min)
Work force
Machine
30min(reel
1 person/machine; 8hourshift; 24h/day; 7day/week
One specific doctoring machine
Figure 17 One reel doctoring
conveyor
4.3.6.4 Cycle time of slitting, doctoring and palletizing
The employees at the slitting work floor are now doing slitting, palletizing and doctoring in two
ways.
(1) The first way is that they start to doctor defective reels soon after slitting Ovaltine 200 slim
laminated rolls. The normally average time from slitting to the start of doctoring is 1 hour.
(2) The other way is that they do the doctoring after they complete the slitting of the product. In
this way the defective reels are first sent to warehouse and then transferred to doctoring.
So the cycle time for an N-roll order will be different for these two ways.
The cycle time for (1) is: Cycle time = slitting setup time + 60 min + doctoring time + 30 min (the
time for palletizing the last reel);
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The cycle time for (2) is: Cycle time = slitting setup time + slitting production + doctoring time +
30 min (the time for palletizing the last reel).
It is obvious that way (2) needs more time than way (1) because the slitting production time is
always longer than 60 min. So the suggestion is following way (1) to do doctoring for Ovaltine
200 slim and doctoring of Ovaltine defective reels usually is done in way (1). Here I will just
analyze way (1) for the rest of the cycle time analysis. So the cycle time for way (1) using 3
doctoring machines is:
For N<20 rolls:
Cycle time = slitting setup time (75min) + 60min + doctoring time + 30min
= 165 min +integer { [9*(7059N - 178)/2952]*30%*30/3}= 165 + integer[27(7059N - 178)/2952]
For N>20 rolls:
Cycle time = slitting setup time + 60min + doctoring time + 30min
= 165 min +integer { [9*(7059N-478)/2952]*30%*30/3 }= 165 + integer[27(7059N- 178)/2952]
The good reel palletizing time has already been counted in the doctoring time for way (1) because
at the first time of palletizing both good and defective reels go through the same flow. After the
that palletizing, all the good pallets are sitting in the warehouse while the defective reels are being
doctored in the work floor.
4.3.6.5 Average total time for slitting, doctoring and palletizing
The average total time for slitting, doctoring and palletizing is 3 days. The variance of it is small
because once slitting starts, doctoring and palletizing will normally be finished on the same day or
early on the next day. The case that defective reels are sent to warehouse is rare to Ovaltine 200
slim orders.
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4.3.7 Finished goods Delivery to TPT
After slitting, doctoring and palletizing, pallets of finished goods (FGs) are ready at TPS
warehouse for delivery to Technological Packaging Thailand (TPT). It is time to transfer the
finished goods to the Market Company to continue the supply chain flow. Like any other delivery
process, it includes the information flow and the material (FGs) flow. There are two main stages
for the material flow from TPS to TPT, the inland transit from TPS to PSA (Singapore port) and
the ocean shipment from PSA to Thailand Port. There will be no extra inland transit from Thailand
port to Technological Packaging Thailand because TPT, the Market Company, has 2 weeks' free
storage time for its finished goods at the port and they have to pay money if there is usage of the
third party's warehouse.
4.3.7.1 FGs delivery from TPS to TPT
The details are shown as follows in Figure 18 and Figure 19. Figure 18 is the information flow of
the process and Figure 19 is the material flow. The information flow includes the document
creation and transmission to TPT. The material flow is about the pallets movement from TPS to
TPT.
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Figure 18 Docum
ent creation in delivery from
 TPS to TPT
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Figure 19 FG
s shipm
ent in delivery from
 TPS to TPT
4.3.7.2 Cycle tim
e of FG
s delivery from
 TPS to TPT
A
s w
e can see from
 Figure 18 and Figure 19, the cycle tim
es for each kind of w
orkflow are 2 days
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and 4 (1+3) days, respectively. Please note the times, 2 days and 1 day spent on document creation
and TPS WH (warehouse) to PSA delivery, are average cycle times. The 3 days' shipping time
from PSA to TPT is a fixed value for the vessel.
So the total cycle time for the delivery is:
Cycle time = 2 + 1+ 3 = 6 days
4.3.7.3 Average total time for delivery from TPS to TPT
The delivery process from TPS to TPT takes 8 days on the average. The variance of it is small
because the whole process is planned and executed well for Ovaltine 200 slim. The relatively
uncontrollable factors are the PTC and the shipping line. Fortunately, these two are in good
conditions and the cooperation is excellent.
4.3.8 Finshed goods delivery to Fragrant Liquid
This is the last process of the supply chain of Ovaltine 200 slim workflow. After receiving the
document (like packing list and invoice) from TPS, the sales admin in TPT creates the delivery
order for the forwarder company to deliver the finished goods (FGs) from the port to the customer,
Fragrant Liquid. The maximum free time the FGs can stay at the port is 2 weeks. If it exceeds that
time, TPT has to pay rental or shift the goods to the warehouse which belongs to another
organization and requires cost for storage.
4.3.8.1 FGs delivery from TPT to Fragrant Liquid
Figure 20 gives the information what the delivery process from TPT to Fragrant Liquid looks like.
It also has the information flow and the material flow. However, most of the job is done by the
representative in TPT from the forwarder company.
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Figure 20 FGs delivery from
 TPT to Fragrant Liquid (FL)
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4.3.8.2 Cycle time of delivery from TPT to Fragrant Liquid
Figure 20 clearly shows the cycle time for each step. The biggest portion of the total cycle time is
the time for processing the Customers Clearance. As the finished goods are imported from a
foreign country, it is a compulsory step for them to complete after receiving the goods at the port.
On the average, the other steps needs about half a day in total.
So the total cycle time for delivery is:
Cycle time = 1.5 days + 0.5 day = 2 days
4.3.8.3 Average total time for delivery from TPT to Fragrant Liquid
The average total time in this process is 3 days. However, the variance of it would be large
because of the 2 weeks' free storage time at the port for the finished goods. In addition, Fragrant
Liquid has many other products and normally all the products arriving at the same time at the port
will be sent to Fragrant Liquid together.
It is impossible to deeply investigate this because things are happening in Thailand but we are in
Singapore. From an overall level, the 3 days average total time is OK to depict the performance of
this process.
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CHAPTER 5 RESULTS
5.1 Models
Based on the learning of processes and the analysis of the time required, we knew each process
well with the key parameter of the cycle time and the average total time. All the processes were
taken into consideration in order to have a full view of supply chain flow. An N-roll model will be
built here to roughly estimate the total process cycle time for a random order of Ovaltine 200 slim.
Furthermore, the N-roll model is used to establish the 15-roll model.
5.1.1 N-roll model
For an order of Ovaltine 200 slim with quantity of N rolls, the cycle time and the average total
time for each process are listed in Table 2 below:
Table 2 Times for each process
Ovaltine 200 slim (Design number: 53-5785)
Cycle time (min) Average total
Process
N<20 N>20 time (days)
Order handling in Technological
Packaging Thailand (TPT)
1 day 1 day 3
Order handling in Technological
Packaging Singapore (TPS)
Pre-press 325 409 2
Printing 15 + 7079N/570 20 + 7079N/570 3
20min 1 Osec + 20min I Osec +
Laminating 2(7059N - 178)/550 (7059N - 478)/550
165 + [27* (7059N 165 + [27* (7059N
Slitting and doctoring 3
- 178)/2952] - 478)/2952]
FGs delivery from TPS to TPT 6 days 6 days 8
FGs delivery from TPT to
2 day 2 day 3
Fragrant Liquid (FL)
*[27*(7080N-178)/2952] and [27*(7080N-478)/2952] represent the integers just one unit bigger
than 27*(7080N-178)/2952 and 27*(7080N-478)/2952, respectively.
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From the observation of the historical order data, the order quantity varied from 3 to 40 rolls. As a
result, it is necessary to consider two situations about the order quantity because there will be
differences for pre-press and production processes if an order of Ovaltine 200 slim is bigger than
20 rolls or not.
The other important thing shown in Table 2 is the average customer lead time which is the sum of
all the average total times for each process. For every Ovaltine 200 slim order, the average
customer lead time is 24 days. However, the variance of customer lead time is small because of
the overall control by the factory and the Market Company.
In summary, the total cycle time of all the processes for an N-roll order of Ovaltine 200 slim is
shown in Table 3:
Table 3 The formation of the N-roll model
Ovaltine 200 slim Total process cycle time
N < 20 9 days+ {7079N/570+(7059N - 178)/550+[27(7059N- 178)/2952]+526} min
N > 20 9 days+ {7079N/570+(7059N - 478)/550+[27(7059N-478)/2952]+615} min
The N-roll model is the summery of all the processes that an Ovaltine 200 slim order goes through
to be the finished goods at Fragrant Liquid's warehouse. It approximately gives the relationship
between the total process cycle time and the order quantity. It would be a good way to estimate the
time needed for all the processes. In other words, the company can know its current performance
and the system ability on the processes of Ovaltine 200 slim.
Sometimes, the order is placed in packs from Technological Packaging Thailand, the Market
Company. There is an equation to turn packs into rolls. Assume that the order volume of packs is
M, then the roll number N is M/342000.
5.1.2 15-roll model
After the collection of Ovaltine 200 slim order information from January 2007 to May 2008,
analysis was done and an average order quantity of 15 rolls was concluded for all the orders
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placed during last one and a half years. Since we have built the general model, N-roll model with
all the information based on the current performance, it is significant to apply this N-roll model to
the most common situation which is the 15-roll order.
5.1.2.1 Model building
Table 4 shows the process cycle time, the average process total time and the waiting time for each
process of the 15-roll order.
Table 4 The 15-roll model
Ovaltine 200 slim (DN: 53-5785) Order quantity N = 15 rolls
Average total time Waiting time
Process Cycle time (days) (days) (days)
Order handling in TPT 1 3 2
Order handling in TPS
Pre-press 325 min = 0.23 2 1.77
Printing 202 min = 0.14 3 2.84
Laminating 213 min = 0.15 2 1.85
Slitting and doctoring 1132 min = 0.79 3 2.21
FGs delivery from TPS to TPT 6 8 2
FGs delivery from TPT to FL 2 3 1
In total 10.3 24 13.7
As we can see from 4.3.3, 4.3.4, 4.3.5 and 4.3.6, pre-press, printing, laminating and slitting and
doctoring are all running 24 hours per day. So the total process cycle time could be turned into
about 10.3 days which means it is around 10.3 days that the factory can finish the 15-roll order if
there is no waiting time between every two processes. This time is the system capability, the
theoretical minimum supply chain lead time. It will be analyzed later.
From Table 4, we also can see that the total waiting time is so big that there should be lots of
opportunities for lead time reduction, service level improvement and system optimization.
5.1.2.2 Validity of 15-roll model
The production includes printing, laminating and slitting and doctoring. All of the production data
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are recorded in a system called P2 except those of doctoring. The information of printing,
laminating and slitting was collected for three 15-roll orders produced in 2008. Table 5 shows the
actual data from P2 system for three 15-roll orders.
Table 5 The real cycle time for production
Production order
number Printing setup Printing Laminating Slitting setup Slitting
523555 101 min 329 min 187 min 73 min 471 min
524204 28 min 206 min 221 min 0 347 min
526245 24 min 270 min 176 min 0 426 min
According to the records of activities from the P2 system, the bold numbers marked in red in
Table 5 are the times spent on printing, laminating and slitting under the conditions which are
closest to the ideal production state. Here the ideal production state is the continuous production of
15-roll of Ovaltine 200 slim with stable speed but no machine down time within one process.
From 4.3.6.1.4, we can know that the slitting time, including the setup and production, for 15-roll
is 454 min. We can find that the number from 15-roll model is very close to the real data due to the
comparison of the bold numbers in Table 4 and Table 5 marked in red. Here the theoretical data
are the numbers calculated from the N-roll model because many assumptions are made to ideally
build that model for the rough estimation of the process times and the judgement of the company
performance. All the data are also listed in Table 6 as follows for a clear comparison.
Table 6 The comparison of the theoretical and real data
Ovaltine 200 slim production
Process Cycle time (min)
The 15-roll model data The P2 system data
Printing 202 206
Laminating 213 (192 without setup) 187 (no setup)
Slitting 454 471
Because of lack of data for other processes, it is impossible to compare the theoretical data with
the real data to see whether the 15-roll model is completely accurate. However, Table 6 is the
proof that the 15-roll model is correct to judge the performance of the company, at least the
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performance of the production in the factory.
In conclusion, the total process cycle time in Table 4 is the typical embodiment of the current
performance of all the processes for Ovaltine 200 slim since the average order quantity is 15 rolls.
And the waiting time is also obtained in Table 4. These numbers would be the start of the
improvement for the Ovaltine 200 slim supply chain and the company business.
5.2 The customer lead time
The customer lead time seen by Fragrant Liquid is the time span from its order placement to the
receipt of finished goods. Based on the data above and from Technological Packagin Thailand, the
Market Company, we can get that the average customer lead time is 24 days. That means normally
it takes about 24 days for Fragrant Liquid to receive the finished goods after the order of Ovaltine
200 slim is placed.
5.2.1 The theoretical minimum customer lead time
The sum of the cycle times of each process would be the theoretical minimum lead time for the
customer. It is shown in Figure 21. The minimum customer lead time for the 15-roll order is about
10.3 days which is analyzed and obtained from 5.1.2. Theoretically, it is reachable if the whole
supply chain has perfectly continuous flow of all the processes. However, it is difficult to achieve
in the practical business world. There should be long or short waiting time between every two
processes according to production planning, limitation of resources, different working styles
among countries and so on.
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order to TPT TPS Doctoring TPT FL
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Process time
Waiting time
5.2.2 The actual customer lead time
Taking the waiting time into consideration, the actual customer lead time is obtained. The 
actual
customer lead time is shown in Figure 22. It is reasonable that there is waiting time between every
two processes because there will be information flow or material transit for every process. 
For
example, the time zone difference is a factor to slow the communication like the order placement
between companies in two countries while work-in-process paper rolls need transit time to get
laminated after printing. The current customer lead time for Ovaltine 200 slim is 24 
days.
According to 5.2.1, the total process cycle time, also the theoretical minimum customer lead time,
is about 10.3 days. So the total waiting time is (24 - 10.3) = 13.7 days.
FL ITPT order to Slitting& Deliry Delivery to
rdePrepssr to TPT lS intl g Lam tin Docto TPT
rdertoTPT [ TPS - Doctoring TPT FL
Process time
Wating tne
Figure 22 Actual customer lead time for the 15-roll order
5.2.3 The current performance
Based on the assumption that each order could be fabricated in full, the key factor to judge how
well the company currently performs is the customer lead time. From 5.2.2, we can list the current
performance in terms of the total cycle time, the total waiting time and the customer lead time in
Table 7. Table 7 shows the performance of the 15-roll Ovaltine 200 slim order.
Table 7 Current 15-roll order performance
Here we can see that the total waiting time is larger than the total cycle time. In other words, the
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Total cycle time 10.3 43
Total waiting time 13.7 57
Customer lead time 24 100
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waiting time plays a bigger role in the customer lead time but few value added activities are done.
There are opportunities to reduce the waiting time and also the cycle time. They will be discussed
in the following section.
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CHAPTER
OPPORTUNITIES
DISCUSSION
OF LEAD
REDUCTION
The results of the current performance tell us that there are opportunities for the company to
reduce the customer lead time of Ovaltine 200 slim and improve the service level. With the cycle
time and the waiting time of each process for the 15-roll order, it is necessary to calculate how
much is the percentage that the cycle time of each process and the total waiting time take in the
customer lead time. The lead time deployment result for 15-roll order is shown in Table 8:
Table 8 Lead time deployment for the 15-roll order
Activity Duration (days) Percentage (%)
TPT order handling 1 4.17
TPS order handling
Pre-press 0.23 0.94
Printing 0.14 0.58
Laminating 0.15 0.62
Slitting and doctoring 0.79 3.28
FGs delivery to from TPS to TPT 6 25.00
FGs delivery from TPT to FL 2 8.33
Total waiting time 13.7 57.08
Customer lead time 24 100
It is obvious that the total waiting time takes more than half of
total production time, including printing, laminating and slitting
the customer lead time when the
and doctoring, is less than 5% of
the customer lead time.
Furthermore, let us have a look at each process of the 15-roll order. Table 9 shows how the process
time and the waiting time comprise the total average time for each process.
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Table 9 Process performance for the 15-roll order
Process Total average Cycle time (days) Waiting time (days)
time (days) Time Percentage (%) Time Percentage (%}
TPT order handling
3 1 33.33 2 66.67
TPS order handling
Pre-press 2 0.23 11.50 1.77 88.50
Printing 3 0.14 4.67 2.86 95.33
Laminating 2 0.15 7.50 1.85 92.50
Slitting and doctoring 3 0.79 26.33 2.21 73.67
FGs delivery to from
8 6 75.00 2 25.00
TPS to TPT
FGs delivery from TPT 3 2 66.67 1 33.33
to FL
In total 24 10.3 / 10.7 /
From Table 9, we can see what the current performance of each process is for Ovaltine 15-roll
order which could be approximately viewed as the current performance for Ovaltine product. It is
true that most of the processes have longer waiting time than process cycle time. The only two
exceptions are the two delivery processes.
The opportunities to improve the supply chain performance first lie in the waiting time because it
is extremely long for the 15-roll Ovaltine order. There are opportunities in optimizing the process
to reduce the process cycle time as well and finally to get a higher service level. These will be
discussed in the following parts.
6.1 Waiting time reduction
As seen from Table 8 and Table 9, the total waiting time for the 15-roll order is 13.7 days out of 24
days' average customer lead time. It is too high to have efficient supply chain flow and good lead
time performance. Table 10 shows the deployment of the total waiting time for the 15-roll order. It
tells what role the waiting time of each process plays in the total waiting time. We can see that
most of the time is wasted in the factory, more precisely in the production processes because the
waiting time of pre-press, printing, laminating and slitting and doctoring is 63.5% of the total
waiting time. So the focus of the waiting time reduction is in the production processes. Meanwhile,
we will look at the order handling and finished goods delivery processes.
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Table 10 Waiting time deployment for the 15-roll order
Activity Waiting time (days) Percentage (%)
TPT order handling
2 14.60
TPS order handling
Pre-press 1.77 12.92
Printing 2.84 20.73
Laminating 1.85 13.50
Slitting & Doctoring 2.21 16.13
FGs delivery to from TPS to TPT 2 14.60
FGs elivery from TPT to FL 1 7.30
Total waiting time 13.7 100
There is a key factor which makes the production waiting time so long. It is the planning criteria
that control how long the waiting time will be. Because they know their ability of production and
actually it is very short, about 1.5 days from Table 8 or Table 9 for a 15-roll order to go through
pre-press, printing, laminating and slitting and doctoring processes continuously, they could plan a
short production lead time for an urgent order. However, that planning does not often happen to
normal orders. The basic rule for planning is to follow the 12-day production lead time. Another
reason making the waiting time long is the urgent orders. Ovaltine 200 slim orders are seldom
urgent. However, other coming urgent orders will definitely have negative influence on the
production of Ovaltine 200 slim.
The reason making the waiting time long in delivery process is the shipping schedule. Because the
vessel agenda is fixed from Singapore to Thailand, sometimes it will be difficult to catch the right
vessel because of in-advance or delayed production.
There is also an aspect about order handling management because there are so many orders
coming in on a day that even a market sales representative (MSR) assigned to take in charge of the
orders is not enough to punctually confirm every order. Moreover, it is MSR's responsibility to
check TPS' specification to see whether it is necessary to modify the order quantity after receiving
the order. This readjustment activity requires at least one more working day.
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6.1.1 Planning
There are 12-day production cycles in the factory. Basically, all the products will be fabricated
once in a production cycle if there are orders of these products. The 12-day production cycle is
some sort of reason why there is a 12-day commitment production lead time. There are so many
orders for people to do production planning in a production cycle that it is not possible to just
consider one product separately. However, there should be more attention paid to the products like
Ovaltine 200 slim after the plan in a production cycle is done. It would be worth exploring that
there might be good solutions to make the production of Ovaltine 200 slim tightly and fast.
To reduce the WIP between the printer and the laminator and the WIP between the laminator and
the slitter will save much time. However, the production plan is done in the way that the printing
of an order is 2 days before the laminating and the slitting of that order is 2 days after the
laminating. So the WIP level is high for most of the products. The reason why production plans
are scheduled according to the laminator is that running the machine is expensive and it is often
the bottleneck of the production line.
6.1.2 On time delivery
The finished goods are transferred from Singapore to Thailand by sea. The vessel schedule is
regular and fixed, so is the transit time. From 4.3.7, we know it takes 3 days for the vessel travels
from Singapore port to Thailand port. To better schedule the shipment of finished goods to fit the
shipping line agenda might improve the on time delivery.
6.1.3 Order handling management
Technological Packaging Singapore serves customers in 19 countries and Thailand is one of the
countries which have very large demands. It is difficult for the MSR to deal with so many orders
in a short period because the specification checks are time-consuming. However, there might be
ways to do it better like priority arrangements for certain kinds of products.
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6.2 Process cycle time reduction
Though only the two delivery processes take long times, there are still opportunities to improve
the processes to finally reduce the customer lead time and improve the service level. Table 11 is
the 15-roll process cycle time deployment.
Table 11 Process cycle time deployment for the 15-roll order
Activity Cycle time (days) Percentage (%)
TPT order handling
1 9.71
TPS order handling
Pre-press 0.23 2.23
Printing 0.14 1.36
Laminating 0.15 1.46
Slitting and doctoring 0.79 7.67
FGs delivery to from TPS to TPT 6 58.25
FGs delivery from TPT to FL 2 19.42
Total process cycle time 10.3 100
The 6 days' delivery time from TPS and TPT are very long. It consists of 2 days' document
creation time, I day's inland transit time and 3 days' ocean shipment time. We can not shorten the
3-day transit time by sea from Singapore to Thailand, but it might be possible to decrease the
2-day document creation time. For the delivery process from TPT to Fragrant Liquid (FL), it is
hard to tell because it takes place in Thailand and it seems that 2 days are very reasonable because
the Customer Clearance step takes 1.5 days there.
Doctoring takes a long time to cure the defective reels and get all the finished goods ready at
warehouse among all the production processes. The time spent on doctoring largely depends on
the number of the defective reels, most of whose defects are generated from printing and
laminating. If we can reduce the defects from upstream and improve the production quality, there
would be reduction of slitting and doctoring time.
6.2.1 Production
Production includes printing, laminating and slitting and doctoring. In the factory, sometimes
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pre-press is also considered as a part of production since it prepares sleeves for printing. Pre-press
process is very stable because most of its steps are standardized. The printer and the laminator
could be treated as single reliable machines when producing an order of Ovaltine 200 slim. The
slitter is slightly different from them but it is also quite reliable and an order is always slitted on
one slitter successively until all the rolls become reels. So there is little probability to improve the
production processes. In other words, the factory has very good performance in terms of
productivity in pre-press, printing, laminating and slitting processes.
6.2.2 Quality control in printing and laminating
There are defect problems in the production of packs. Now the average rate of defective reels out
of all slitting reels is 30%. It is quite high. Most of the defects are generated in printing and
laminating processes because raw materials are put together to form six-layer packs with colorful
patterns in these two processes. There are quality detection systems in both the printer and the
laminator, however, they only detect the defects created but have no control to stop defects being
generated. Plenty of work has been done for defect reduction but the defective reel rate still seems
high. Because the doctoring time largely depends on how many reels need to be cured, to have
better quality control and get fewer defects would reduce doctoring time and save the paper.
6.2.3 FGs delivery process from TPS to TPT
The vessel spends 3 days to travel from Singapore to Thailand. This can not be changed. So that
time will not be considered at all. The opportunity here is in the 2-day document creation time.
The situation is that sometimes they could just finish document creation for an urgent delivery
within half a day. It also will have effect on the 1-day delivery from TPS warehouse to PSA
(Singapore port).
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CHAPTER 7 RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter 6 identified some opportunities which would probably reduce the customer time and
improve the service level for Ovaltine 200 slim. Here I would like to give some general
suggestions about these opportunities. I will generally talk about three areas, namely the
production, the delivery process and the order handling process.
7.1 Production
7.1.1 Continuous flow
According to the analysis in 6.1, we know that the waiting time in the production takes the biggest
portion in the total waiting time. The continuous flow of the production might be one of the best
ways to reduce the waiting time between every two production processes.
This direction is more about work-in-process control. There is a team working on it and no
product in the factory has already been made continuous flow come true. However, the WIP team
did quite well and I believe things would be changed to be better. So this is just my
recommendation for the company to have an option to get continuous improvement and WIP team
might have a lot details for it.
7.1.2 Defect reduction
Any defect with its size bigger than 2*2 mm2 should be doctored. Most of the defects in the
product are coming from printing and laminating. There are detecting systems in the printer and
the laminator. After printing and laminating, all the recorded information is presented to slitting
where employees' work is not only slitting the roll into reels, but also identifying the defect
locations for doctoring. So there are two time-consuming activities caused by the defects. One is
the defect location identification during slitting and the other is the doctoring process curing the
defects, mainly cutting away the bad paper.
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We know that the average times for slitting an intact set and a combined set are 8min and 14.5min,
respectively. These times were calculated from the current situation that there are 30% defective
reels out of all the reels for one Ovaltine 200 slim order. If we can make the percentage smaller, it
could reduce the slitting time because there would be fewer stops for defect location
identifications. Also the smaller the rate of the defective reels, the fewer reels the workers have to
doctor and the less the paper waste. The time spent to doctor one reel is about 30 min. Table 12 is
the comparison result for a 15-roll order with defective reel rate of 30% and 20%. Three doctoring
machines are used for curing. About 5 hours can be saved if the defective reel rate can be reduced
from 30% to 20%.
Table 12 Doctoring time
Ovaltine 200 slim 15-roll order
Defective reel rate Doctoring time (min)
30% 970
20% 647
So keeping reducing the defects in printing and laminating processes could save much time. To
achieve this, it might be necessary to study the raw material properties, the working principles of
the machines, the influence of the environment and also the historical cases. It might be valuable if
the factory could improve the qualities of these two processes into a higher level. Less paper waste
means cost saving. Fewer defect identifications and shorter doctoring time means lead time
reduction and service level improvement.
7.2 Finished goods delivery
7.2.1 Efficient document creation
The 2-day document creation time for FGs delivery from TPS to TPT seems too long. It would be
helpful if there is an efficient and standard way to create the delivery document for each Market
Company. There might be good ways used in dealing with urgent deliveries and it might be
possible to treat normal deliveries with those methods or regulations.
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7.2.2 Perfect delivery
Perfect delivery means that the company delivers the product of an order in full and on time. In
full is the correct quantity while on time is the right time before or on due date. There are many
factors affecting in full and on time delivery, like delayed production and the damage in transit.
Most of the delivery activities are outsourced and the company has already had a good delivery
performance. To deeply study the process and how the 3rd party logistics (3PL) do the delivery
might help the company achieve a higher perfect delivery level and improve the service level.
Cost would be a key factor if this kind of study is done.
7.3 Order handling
7.3.1 Data sharing
For the order handling process, the Market Company is unable to confirm the order from Fragrant
Liquid because they do not know the production capability in Technological Packaging Singapore.
It is very inconvenient and time-consuming for TPT, the Market Company to wait until they
receive the sales order confirmation from TPS, the converting factory. So data sharing, especially
of the production capability and the raw material specifications, would be necessary and effective
to ameliorate or solve the problem.
As I have said before that the customers do not directly place their orders to TPS. They have to
send orders to their own Market Company. The Market Company then places orders to TPS.
Giving more authority to the Market Company would increase the effectiveness of the order
handling process. The Market Company is able to reply the order soon if they have the
specifications of the manufacturing factory, Technological Packaging Singapore. Also it would
eliminate the time for the MSR in TPS to check whether the order complies with TPS'
specification.
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So data sharing would be a good way to handle the orders from different customers in that country.
And the sooner you confirm the customer orders, the better they feel the service is.
The company actually is trying this kind of things with several Market Companies. Much work
has already been done with Technological Packaging Thailand. It might be beneficial for the
company to complete it and better utilize it.
7.3.2 Collaborative planning
Collaborative planning might be another approach to achieve better communications between the
Market Company and Technological Packaging Singapore. There are attempts in the company to
do collaborative planning with some Market Company in the cluster but not Technological
Packaging Thailand.
Because it is still under construction and it will take some time to implement that to the practical
operation, there are very few things I can suggest. However, it would be a way for TPS to build
tighter business relationships with Technological Packaging Thailand and all the customers there.
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION AND
FUTURE WORK
8.1 CONCLUSION
The achievements of this project are getting a map of Ovaltine 200 slim supply chain flow from
the customer order placement to the customer finished goods receipt, building an N-roll model to
roughly estimate the total process time for every in-coming order and a 15-roll model to see the
customer lead time for evaluating the current company performance and identifying some
improvement opportunities. Because of time limitation, no deep study is done and only general
recommendations are given to certain areas.
8.1.1 Summary of recommendations
It is a pity that all the recommendations are very general and not every area is considered and
covered because of time constraint. I believe there will be better results if enough time is spent on
the deep study of a certain area.
For a manufacturing industry, it would be ideal if the whole supply chain has continuous flows
because in that situation the company could reduce the lead time to the smallest and make the
chain perform to be most effectively. To achieve this, it is not practical for a factory to just do little
improvement. It is important to have continuous improvement to modify the weakness of the
supply chain and enhance the connections between processes.
It is the process that makes the flow of supply chain possible. In other words, it is not possible to
have an excellent supply chain with poor process performance. In Technological Packaging
Singapore, lots of projects were launched to optimize the production in the factory which is the
main content of the TPM level 1. And also many efforts were dedicated to improve the broader
chain - TPM level 2, the integrated supply chain, including the raw materials, the production, the
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delivery and the overall planning. Based on these, the company has already had a high level of
in-factory processes.
However, there is little work on the whole supply chain improvement because few projects were
established in that scope. There are two reasons why that happens. First of all, the whole supply
chain from a supplier to a customer is such a huge domain that no single project can cover.
Singapore is a special place and so is TPS. All the paper boards (one raw material) are shipped
from Europe and all the products are exported to dozens of countries all over the world. The
second reason is that the unique characteristics of Technological Packaging group. The operations,
like the customer order placement, are not directly customer-supplier related. The customers have
to make orders to the Market Company which means there is no direct relationship between end
customers and TPS. And for the paper roll supply, only very few paper makers have the qualified
paper boards for TPS packaging manufacturing.
This project is one of the first projects which cover the whole supply chain flows, also TPM level
3 in Technological Packaging Singapore. Two important parts are identified in this project. First of
all, it is compulsory to learn processes one by one to have the latest performance of each process.
Time consumed on each process for an Ovaltine 200 slim order with a certain quantity is the most
significant parameter. After that, to connect all the processes and have a full picture of supply
chain flow will be the evidence and guidelines for the company to know its current performance
and be clear about the gaps between the current state and the company's objectives.
So a broad chain with many processes means you have to consider lots of places if there are
opportunities to do improvement. For Ovaltine 200 slim, it is true that the potential of improving
the supply chain performace is huge because the total process time for a 15-roll order is 10.3 days
but the customer lead time is 24days. For the purpose of reducing the customer lead time and
improving the service level, it is unavoidable to deal with the waiting time and all the processes.
Things would be clear if the company plans for production more carefully according to the 12-day
production lead time and pays more attentions to products like Ovaltine 200 slim after doing the
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production planning. Maybe the company could treat the products like Ovalitne 200 slim in a new
way which might not follow the 12-day production lead time and so on. After all, it is true that big
difficulties will come up if things change a lot in a short time period.
About the processes, all the recommendations like the data sharing, the collaborative planning, the
defect reduction and the continuous flow of production could be effective ways for improving
corresponding places. It is a trend to integrate the supply chain, like the information sharing, to get
more efficient supply chain performance. The 30% defective reel rate is a little high so that the
defect reduction idea is coming up after learning printing, laminating and slitting and doctoring
processes. Most of the manufacturing companies would like their supply chains to be continuous
flow ones to increase the productivity, reduce the lead time, improve the service level and enhance
the core competency. So the continuous flow, especially the continuous flow of production, would
be a necessary recommendation to make and for the company to pursue.
8.1.2 Extension of the project
The data sharing and the collaborative planning are being done now in the company but not for
Ovaltine 200 slim. It would be necessary to give these suggestions to evaluate how well the data
sharing and the collaborative planning will do to the Ovaltine 200 slim supply chain performance.
The defect reduction is a continuous improvement topic. There were many activities finished for
reducing the defects and improve the printing and laminating quality. The defective reel rate now
might be OK for the company but nobody would resist getting higher level of quality and lower
level of defective reel rate. There are many employees working on printing and laminating
processes so that there is large probability to improve them because people are familiar with the
processes and that kind of improvement is easier for the experts than the novices.
The continuous flow is the main objective of the WIP team. Seven priority products are identified
to be the focus of the project for the continuous flow and also the lead time reduction. I did very
little study about this recommendation. However, it should be a valuable choice for the company
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to have a try. And if succeeded, things could be applied to the rest of the products of the company.
8.2 Future work
8.2.1 Further improvement of the supply chain flow for
Ovaltine 200 slim
Because of time limitations, it is impossible for me to do in-depth study and improvement
activities. There are general recommendations in three areas in Section 7 and it will be interesting
that we can do contributions to any area of them.
The future work would be exploring deeply into each of these areas, getting a better idea of how
things work there and focusing on the gaps to reduce the lead time and improve the performance.
However, attention should be paid to avoid any side effect for other supply chains. The future
work will mostly focus on the improvement of the Ovaltine 200 slim supply chain. First of all, it is
necessary to consider the influence on the whole chain when some ideas are taken or some
solutions are implemented. Also we should consider the situation that how the improvement in the
Ovaltine 200 slim supply chain will affect other chains of the products in the factory. We have to
fully evaluate the benefit and the loss of the improveing activities happening to the Ovaltine
supply chain and decide whether it is worth doing according to the trade-off between the benefit
and the loss.
8.2.2 Application to other products
There are many products having same properties with Ovaltine 200 slim. It would be helpful to
have an individual supply chain flow for each product because things will be different for the
products with different customers and in different countries. Like two different Market Companies
in two countries, they will have different working styles because of language differences,
technology variations, country system diversifications and so on. The basic processes will be
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almost the same, but for specific operations in each process things will be totally different. So
once there is some achievement in the Ovaltine 200 slim supply chain, it might be worth applying
to other products.
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Appendix
The six different films are shown as follows:
Color 1: P0083; Film 1: 5785-17 (Figure A-i)
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Figure A- Film for cyan
Color 2: P0053; Film 2: 5785-28 (Figure A-2)
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Figure A-2 Film for magenta
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Color 3: P0014; Film 3: 5785-32 (Figure A-3)
Figure A-3 Film for yellow
Color 4: A7957; Film 4: 5785-45 (Figure A-4)
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Figure A-4 Film for red
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Color 5: P0072; Film 5: 5785-56 (Figure A-5)
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Figure A-5 Film for blue
Color 6: T0746; Film 6: 5785-61 (Figure A-6)
Figure A-6 Film for black
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Table A-i Slitting production data of order 0527794
Slitting production process
Ovaltine 200 slim: design number 53-5785
Sales order: 0527794
Basic information: 11 rolls/26 sets
Combined set Start time End time Duration
3 3:46:10 PM 3:59:34 PM 13min24sec
5 4:06:26 PM 4:21:38 PM 15minl2sec
8 4:36:13 PM 4:47:38 PM 1lmin25sec
10 4:54:34 PM 5:06:16 PM llmin42
12 5:12:56 PM 5:31:35 PM 18min39sec
15 5:44:37 PM 5:56:46 PM 12min09sec
17 6:09:55 PM 6:25:15 PM 15min20sec
19 6:32:32 PM 6:44:43 PM 12minll sec
22 6:58:52 PM 7:10:13 PM lmin2sec
24 7:16:46 PM 7:30:12 PM 13min26sec
Average duration 13min29sec
Variance 5min24sec
Intact set Start time End time Duration
1 11:28:40 AM 3:29:13 PM 4h0min33sec
2 3:29:13 PM 3:46:10 PM 16min57sec
4 3:59:34 PM 4:06:26 PM 6min52sec
6 4:21:38 PM 4:29:11 PM 7min33sec
7 4:29:11 PM 4:36:13 PM 7min02sec
9 4:47:38 PM 4:54:34 PM 6min56sec
11 5:06:16 PM 5:12:56 PM 6min40sec
13 5:31:35 PM 5:38:07 PM 6min32sec
14 5:38:07 PM 5:44:37 PM 6min30sec
16 5:56:46 PM 6:09:55 PM 13min09sec
18 6:25:15 PM 6:32:32 PM 7minl7sec
20 6:44:43 PM 6:52:20 PM 7min37sec
21 6:52:20 PM 6:58:52 PM 6min32sec
23 7:10:13 PM 7:16:46 PM 6min33sec
25 7:30:12 PM 7:37:52 PM 7min40sec
26 7:37:52 PM 7:49:59 PM 12min07sec
Average duration 7min47sec
Variance 4min26sec
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Table A-2 Slitting production data of order 0529287
Slitting production process
Ovaltine 200 slim: design number 53-5785
Sales order:0529287
Basic information: 19 rolls/45 sets
Combined set Start time End time Duration
3 10:10:32 PM 10:29:57 PM 19min25sec
5 10:38:33 PM 11:13:52 PM 35minl9sec
7 11:20:10 PM 11:32:55 PM 12min45sec
10 11:49:05 PM 12:01:09 AM 12min04sec
12 12:08:27 AM 12:22:31 AM 14min04sec
14 12:30:20 AM 12:41:25 AM 11min05sec
17 1:03:38 AM 1:20:50 AM 17minl2sec
19 1:28:49 AM 1:44:21 AM 15min32sec
21 1:50:45 AM 2:11:05 AM 20min20sec
24 2:28:05 AM 2:42:03 AM 14min58sec
26 2:48:08 AM 3:01:24 AM 13minl6sec
29 3:24:56 AM 3:37:37 AM 12min4lsec
31 3:44:07 AM 3:58:59 AM 14min52sec
33 4:13:00 AM 4:38:14 AM 25minl4sec
36 4:58:08 AM 5:11:20 AM 13minl2sec
38 5:20:50 AM 5:36:13 AM 15min23sec
40 5:43:11 AM 6:05:23 AM 22minl2sec
43 6:56:06 AM 7:28:23 AM 32minl7sec
Average duration 15minl6sec
Variance 10min24sec
Intact set Start time End time Duration
1 9:55:44 PM 10:03:39 PM 7min55sec
2 10:03:39 PM 10:10:32 PM 6min53sec
4 10:29:57 PM 10:38:33 PM 8min36sec
6 11:13:52 PM 11:20:10 PM 6minl8sec
8 11:32:55 PM 11:40:16 PM 7min2sec
9 11:40:16 PM 11:49:05 PM 8min49sec
11 12:01:09 AM 12:08:27 AM 7minl8sec
13 12:22:31 AM 12:30:20 AM 7min49sec
15 12:41:25 AM 12:55:07 AM 13min42sec
16 12:55:07 AM 1:03:38 AM 8min3lsec
18 1:20:50 AM 1:28:49 AM 7min59sec
20 1:44:21 AM 1:50:45 AM 6min24sec
22 2:11:05 AM 2:19:56 AM 8min5sec
23 2:19:56 AM 2:28:05 AM 8min09sec
25 2:42:03 AM 2:48:08 AM 6min05sec
27 3:01:24 AM 3:17:45 AM 16min21sec
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28 3:17:45 AM 3:24:56 AM 7minllsec
30 3:37:37 AM 3:44:07 AM 6min30sec
32 3:58:59 AM 4:13:00 AM 14minO1sec
34 4:38:14 AM 4:46:22 AM 8min08sec
35 4:46:22 AM 4:58:08 AM llmin46sec
37 5:11:20 AM 5:20:50 AM 9min30sec
39 5:36:13 AM 5:43:11 AM 6min58sec
41 6:05:23 AM 6:47:41 AM 42minl8sec
42 6:47:41 AM 6:56:06 AM 8min25sec
44 7:28:23 AM 7:38:05 AM 9min42sec
45 7:38:05 AM 7:46:26 AM 8min2lsec
Average duration 8min46sec
Variance 6min26sec
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